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 The 2016 Session of the General Assembly made significant changes to the elective 

share and augmented estate statutes, both procedural and substantive.  These changes 

appear to be prompted by an effort to conform to the Uniform Probate Code and an effort 

to make elective share claims comparable to the equitable division of property in divorce 

proceedings.   

 

 The existing Article 1 of Chapter 3 of Title 64.2 (Sections 64.2-300 through 64.2-

308) now applies only to decedents dying before January 1, 2017. 

 

 The new Article 1.1 (Sections 64.2-308.1 through 64.2-308.17) applies to 

decedents dying on or after January 1, 2017. 

 

The changes include: 

1. No distinction for decedent who leaves children in addition to a surviving 

spouse;  

2. Elective share dependent on length of marriage; 

3. Augmented estate now includes some assets of the surviving spouse. 

4. Surviving spouse may claim homestead allowance (as well as family 

allowance and exempt property allowance) and also claim elective share.  

5. Clear provisions for claim to be made by an agent on behalf of an 

incapacitated surviving spouse.   
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1. No distinction for decedent who leaves children in addition to a surviving 

spouse. 

 

 A. Prior Law – Surviving spouse is entitled to one-third of the decedent’s 

augmented estate if the decedent left surviving children/descendants, or one-half of the 

decedent’s augmented estate if the decedent left no surviving children/descendants. 

Virginia Code §64.2-304 (These provisions are effective for decedents dying on or after 

October 1, 2012.  Prior law considered only children of the decedent who were not also 

children of the surviving spouse.  Virginia Code §64.1-16.) 

 

 B. New Law –The surviving spouse is entitled to 50% of the value of the 

marital-property portion of the augmented estate, which is defined according to the length 

of the marriage, regardless of whether the decedent left surviving children/descendants.  

Virginia Code §64.2-308.3(A).  This “marital-property portion of the augmented estate” 

is a new factor in computing the elective share, introduced by the new statutes. 

 

2. Elective share dependent on length of marriage 

 

 A. Prior Law – The surviving spouse is entitled to one-third of the augmented 

estate if the decedent left surviving descendants, or one-half of the augmented estate if the 

decedent did not leave surviving descendants.  No other factors are considered. 

 

 B. New Law – The surviving spouse is entitled to 50% of the marital-property 

portion of the augmented estate.  This marital-property portion of the augmented estate is 

a percentage of the augmented estate, determined by the length of the marriage. 
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 Under the new statutes, the augmented estate is calculated first, by adding together 

the value of the decedent’s net probate estate, the decedent’s non-probate transfers to 

others, the decedent’s non-probate transfers to the surviving spouse, and the surviving 

spouse’s property and non-probate transfers to others.  The sum of those values (the 

augmented estate) is then multiplied by a percentage that is based on the length of the 

marriage, with the end result being the value of the marital-property portion of the 

augmented estate.  Virginia Code §64.2-308.4.   

 

 Length of marriage    Percentage multiplier 

 Less than 1 year     3% 

 1 year but less than 2 years    6% 

 2 years but less than 3 years    12% 

 3 years but less than 4 years    18% 

 4 years but less than 5 years    24% 

 5 years but less than 6 years    30% 

 6 years but less than 7 years    36% 

 7 years but less than 8 years    42% 

 8 years but less than 9 years    48% 

 9 years but less than 10 years    54% 

 10 years but less than 11 years   60% 

 11 years but less than 12 years   68% 

 12 years but less than 13 years   76% 

 13 years but less than 14 years   84% 

 14 years but less than 15 years   92% 

 15 years or more     100% 

 

 The elective share of the surviving spouse is 50% of the value of this marital-

property portion of the augmented estate. 
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 For example, if the augmented estate is valued at $850,000, and the parties were 

married for ten years, then the marital-property portion of the augmented estate is 

$510,000 (60% of $850,000).  The elective share is equal to one-half that amount, or 

$255,000.   

 

3. Augmented estate now includes more assets of the surviving spouse. 

 

 A. Prior Law – Augmented estate determined by the decedent’s probate assets, 

decedent’s non-probate transfers to others (i.e., by beneficiary designation), and decedent’s 

non-probate transfer to surviving spouse.   Virginia Code §64.2-305. 

 

 B. New Law – Augmented estate now also includes the value of the surviving 

spouse’s property and surviving spouse’s non-probate transfer to others, reduced by 

enforceable claims against the surviving spouse.  Virginia Code §64.2-308.4(A) and 

308.8(C).   

 

 Surviving spouse’s property is then defined at Virginia Code §64.2-308.8(A)(1) as 

including the surviving spouse’s ownership interest in property or accounts held in joint 

tenancy with rights of survivorship and ownership interest in property or accounts held in 

co-ownership with right of survivorship.  Presumably, this extends to property held by the 

surviving spouse in joint tenancy or co-ownership with rights of survivorship with persons 

other than the decedent.  As under prior law, surviving spouse’s property includes property 

that passes to the surviving spouse “by reason of the decedent’s death” (but not including 

homestead allowance, family allowance, exempt property, or Social Security benefits).    

 

 Surviving spouse’s non-probate transfers to others is then defined as “Property that 

would have been included in the surviving spouse’s non-probate transfers to others, other 

than the spouse’s fractional and ownership interests included [in the definition of surviving 

spouse’s property above], had the spouse been the decedent.” Virginia Code §64.2-
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308.8(A)(2).  This would presumable encompass assets such as life insurance, annuities, 

or retirement accounts that pass outside of probate, to the extent that the deceased spouse 

was not the named beneficiary. 

 

4. Surviving spouse may claim homestead allowance (as well as family allowance 

and exempt property allowance) and also claim elective share.  

  

 A. Prior Law – Surviving spouse can claim family allowance and exempt 

property allowance and also claim an elective share, but must choose between claiming 

homestead allowance and claiming elective share.  Virginia Code §64.2-311(D). 

 

 B. New Law – Surviving spouse can claim all three allowances, and all will be 

in addition to the elective share.  Virginia Code §64.2-308.3(B).  (However, the existing 

homestead allowance statute (§64.2-311) has not been changed, and is now in conflict with 

the new law.  A bill has been introduced in the 2017 General Assembly to correct this).    

 

5. Clear provisions for claim to be made by an agent on behalf of an incapacitated 

surviving spouse.   

 

 A. Prior Law – elective share claim could be made by a conservator, Virginia 

Code §64.2-2022(a)(6).  Some language in the UDPOA supports authority of an agent 

under DPOA to claim elective share, but it’s not explicit.  See, eg. Virginia Code §64.2-

1632 (estates, trusts and other beneficial interests) and Virginia Code §64.2-1633 (claims 

and litigation).   

 

 B. New Law – Clearly states that an elective share claim can be made by 

conservator or by an agent under the authority of a durable power of attorney.  Virginia 

Code §64.2-308.13(A).  If the claim is made on behalf of an incapacitated surviving 
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spouse,1 and the court enters an order determining the amount due to the surviving spouse, 

the court must set side that amount in trust for the surviving spouse and the court must 

appoint a trustee to administer the trust on behalf of the surviving spouse.  Virginia Code 

§64.2-308.13(B).  The trust will be treated as a “testamentary trust” subject to the 

provisions governing testamentary trustees under Virginia Code §64.2.  Virginia Code 

§64.2-308.13(B)(4).    Assets remaining in the trust at death of surviving spouse will be 

distributed to predeceased spouse’s heirs (following residuary clause, if any, and otherwise 

by intestacy rules). Virginia Code §64.2-308.13(B)(3). 

 

 The trustee must administer the trust in accordance with the following terms, unless 

the court determines that other terms would be appropriate: 

 

“Expenditures of income and principal may be made in the 

manner, when, and to the extent that the trustee determines 

suitable and proper for the surviving spouse’s support, 

without court order but with regard to other support, income, 

and property of the surviving spouse and benefits of medical 

or other forms of assistance from any state or federal 

government or governmental agency for which the surviving 

spouse must qualify on the basis of need.” 

 

6. Medicaid eligibility implications of new provisions for incapacitated surviving 

spouse 

 

 Although the Virginia Medicaid Eligibility Manual states that disclaiming an 

inheritance or not asserting inheritance rights in court will be considered a transfer of 

                                                 
1 An election made by a conservator or by an agent under the authority of a durable power 

of attorney is presumed to be made on behalf of an incapacitated surviving spouse.  Virginia 

Code §64.2-308.13(B).    
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assets, M1450.003(C), there is no explicit provision in the Manual concerning elective 

share rights. 

  

 Nevertheless, Medicaid eligibility offices currently claim that the failure of a 

surviving spouse to claim an elective share of the decedent’s estate, in any situation where 

the elective share would exceed the amounts otherwise received by the surviving spouse 

as a result of the decedent’s death, will be considered a disqualifying transfer2, i.e., will be 

treated as if the surviving spouse received the elective share of the decedent’s estate and 

then gave it away.   In addition, where the decedent has left assets in trust for the 

surviving spouse, Medicaid eligibility offices claim that the surviving spouse is entitled to 

receive the elective share outright and free of trust, and that failure to claim an outright 

share is a disqualifying transfer.   There is no specific authority for this in the Medicaid 

Eligibility Manual, and Virginia case law is unclear on whether the elective share claim 

requires an outright distribution or whether a distribution in trust will satisfy that claim. 

  

 Whether for traditional estate planning purposes, for Medicaid planning purposes, 

or because one spouse is already incapacitated, individuals often use testamentary trusts to 

hold and manage assets for the benefit of the surviving spouse.  In determining Medicaid 

eligibility, the Virginia Medicaid Manual offers explicit instructions regarding “Trusts 

Established by a Will”: 

 

If a Medicaid applicant or recipient is the named beneficiary 

in a trust established by a will, determine from the terms of 

the trusts, what income or principal is available to the 

applicant or recipient.  If the trust is “discretionary” 

determine what part of the corpus or income the trustee is 

                                                 
2 If an otherwise eligible Medicaid applicant has transferred an asset without receiving adequate 

compensation in return during the five year period preceding the date of application, a penalty period is 

imposed that disqualifies the person from receiving Medicaid benefits.   Medicaid Eligibility Manual, 

M1450.000 et seq.     
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making available to the applicant or recipient.  Any corpus 

or income which the trustee does not make available cannot 

be counted in determining Medicaid eligibility.  M1140.400.   

 

 Because of these provisions, persons sometimes choose to use a testamentary trust 

for the benefit of the surviving spouse as a means of providing a supplemental resource for 

the surviving spouse while still permitting Medicaid eligibility.    In addition, these 

testamentary trusts are frequently drafted as special needs trusts so that it is clear “from the 

terms of the trust, what income or principal is available to the applicant or recipient.”    

Assets left in a testamentary special needs trust for a surviving spouse are clearly not 

countable for purposes of Medicaid eligibility, and can provide a source of supplemental 

resources that can significantly improve the quality of life for the surviving spouse. 

 

 Rather than directly challenge these provisions, which are supported by both federal 

and state law, the Medicaid eligibility offices claim that the elective share claim of the 

surviving spouse requires a claim for outright distribution.   Providing for the surviving 

spouse by means of a testamentary trust, under this view, does not satisfy the elective share.  

Failure to make an elective share claim for outright distribution is then considered a 

disqualifying transfer, resulting in a penalty assessment.   

 

 The provisions of the new statute, however, require that when an elective share 

claim is asserted on behalf of an incapacitated surviving spouse, it must be satisfied by a 

trust, to be treated as a testamentary trust, for the benefit of the surviving spouse.  The 

statute goes on to specifically direct the trustee to take into account “benefits of medical or 

other forms of assistance from any state or federal government or governmental agency” 

for which there are financial need requirements.  Virginia Code §64.2-308.13(B).   
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 These statutory provisions would seem to negate any argument that the elective 

share can only be satisfied by an outright distribution, since the court now must require the 

elective share to be held in trust for the benefit of the incapacitated surviving spouse. 

 

 However, these provisions do not apply to a surviving spouse who asserts an 

elective share claim on his or her own behalf (i.e., is not incapacitated).  The new statute 

also states that, if the surviving spouse regains capacity, then the surviving spouse 

“acquires the power to terminate the trust and acquire full ownership of the trust property 

free of trust, by delivering to the trustee a writing signed by the surviving spouse declaring 

the termination.”  Virginia Code, §64.2-308.13(B)(2).    These provisions may support an 

argument that the right to an elective share can be a right to outright distribution, at least 

where the surviving spouse retains capacity. 

 

 Nevertheless, in most cases where Medicaid eligibility is an issue for the surviving 

spouse, it is because the surviving spouse requires a skilled nursing facility level of care, 

and is therefore likely to be incapacitated for purposes of this statute.  No court finding of 

incapacity is required under this statute, and incapacity is presumed if the claim is made by 

an agent under a durable general power of attorney.  Virginia Code, §64.2-308.13(B).   

 

If the surviving spouse is incapacitated, and the decedent has provided for the 

surviving spouse through a testamentary trust, and the assets to be held in that testamentary 

trust are at least equal to the elective share that could otherwise be claimed by the surviving 

spouse, then the surviving spouse has not given up anything of value in refusing to claim 

the elective share.   If nothing of value has been given up, there can be no “disqualifying 

transfer” for purposes of Medicaid eligibility.  In fact, if the value of the testamentary trust 

for the benefit of the surviving spouse exceeds the value of the elective share of the 

surviving spouse (as when the decedent leaves all of his/her assets in trust for the benefit 

of the surviving spouse), a claim for the elective share would be a claim for a lesser 

inheritance. 
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It would appear that, as long as the testamentary trust is funded with sufficient 

assets to satisfy the elective share (as newly defined), there is no value in claiming an 

elective share on behalf of the surviving spouse and therefore, for Medicaid eligibility 

purposes, no disqualifying transfer in the failure to make that claim.   The provisions of the 

new elective share statute may restrict Medicaid to treating a testamentary trust for the 

benefit of the surviving spouse in accordance with its own provisions concerning 

testamentary trusts, and eliminate the argument that the failure to assert an elective share 

claim against a testamentary trust provision is a disqualifying transfer for Medicaid 

eligibility purposes.    


